
•  The US military has openly stated that it is their goal to “OWN THE 
WEATHER” by 2025
• Atmospheric physicists state that a naturally occuring vapor trail
can last only 60-90 seconds maximum, under the most extreme conditions.
• German scientists and meteorologists have exposed and are taking legal 
action against the German government for weather manipulation and 
counterfeiting satellite and radar imagery to mask the scope of those 
operations.
• The last RAIN TEST taken (Shasta County) in May of ‘08 was hundreds 
of times the range of “normal” for aluminum and seven times the MCL 
(maximum contaminant level). 
• Concerned Citizen groups have formed in all major western US popula-
tion centers with SIMILAR TESTING RESULTS! Major cities throughout 
the NATO nations are seeing public unrest and a demand for truth. 
Aluminum, Barium and other known weather modification agents are being 
found world-wide at horrifying levels.
• Shasta County Air Quality staff stated that testing would cost  from five 
hundred thousand to one million dollars, when in fact, each test is $21. Why 
are they ducking their responsibility? Lab tests for Siskiyou and Shasta 
County residents were performed by a state certified lab in Redding. 
• According to the National Center for Atmospheric Research, the only way 
to form artificial clouds in warm dry air is to introduce enough particulates into 
the atmosphere to attract and accrete all available moisture into visible vapor. 
If repeated often enough, the resulting rainless haze can lead to drought.

Are Saturating Our Skies w/ These Chemicals
Causing Drought in CA?

• Numerous studies have connected aluminum exposure to neurological 
damage (like Alzheimer's) and a host of other diseases. It is very detrimen-
tal to soils, changing PH levels, and lethal to many forms of aquatic life.
• Atmospheric conductivity, and lightning strikes have increased dramati-
cally since the apparent onset of these programs. Metallic particles increase 
atmospheric conductivity, increasing lightning frequency and intensity.
•State of California tests taken by aircraft of Pacific clouds from China 
show NO aluminum or barium, contrary to Shasta County Air Quality 
officials who stated China was the cause (again without testing themselves).
 

ARE FINE METALLIC PARTICULATES, LIKE 
ALUMINUM, HURTING OUR CHILDREN? 
Asthma and other respiratory diseases have seen dramatic increases over 
the last decade, while Alzheimer's has become epidemic. 
Harvard reports that particulates less than 10 microns poses a serious threat 
to human health. (source:http://earthislandinstitute.net/journal/index.php/eij/ 
article/stolen_skies_the_chemtrail_mystery/ )

The major mainstream paper, The Las Vegas Tribune, 
writes “… Especially disturbing for residents of  
heavily chemtrailed communities like Las Vegas is a 
“chemtrail sickness associated  with heavy spray 
days leaving many stricken people complaining 
of the "flu" and acute allergic reactions…”
The BOTTOM LINE IS THIS:
We believe that ALL federal, state and 
county Air Quality and environmental 
officials have a legal, moral and 
political responsibility to locate the 
source of these alarming levels of 
contaminants in our water, air and land, 
whatever it may be.
If not their responsibility, then WHO?
WHY would the Shasta County 
Air Quality officials REFUSE to 
investigate these DANGEROUS 
FINDINGS in spite of repeated 
requests by Citizens and Supervisors? 

For local information visit jeffpress.com
TOGETHER WE COULD STOP THIS!
MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARD!
Shasta County Supervisors 225-5550
Shasta County Air Quality: 225-5674
Governor’s Office: (916) 445-2841
http://www.whitehouse.gov/contact/
All US REPS / SENATORS (866) 220-0044 

This IS dire...investigate for yourself!
MORE INFO: geoengineeringwatch.com

US Government Issues Alarming Patent To Hughes Aircraft
From U.S. Patent # 5,003,186 - Filed April 1990. 

(SEE for yourself at www.uspto.gov, then search by patent number) 

Stratospheric ... Seeding For Reduction Of Global Warming
“...the particle seeding should be done at an altitude on the order of 10 kilometers. The particles may be seeded by dispersal  from seeding 
aircraft...solution to the problem of global warming involves the seeding of the atmosphere with metallic particles...It is therefore an object of 

the present invention to provide a method for reduction of global warming due to the greenhouse effect.
  2. ...said material comprises one or more of the oxides of metals. 

3. ...said material comprises aluminum oxide.”
 (There are dozens of weather modification patents that include various forms of climate alteration and artificial cloud formation.)

www.geoengineeringwatch.org


